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Release 2020.0.8 

Improvements 

 Publishing tables to InfoZoom Anywhere Server 2.2 is now supported. 

Bugfixes 

 Loading data from Excel files no longer causes a critical error. 
 Information about Excel data sources are now deleted completely on 

reimporting. 

Release 2020.0.7 

Bugfixes 

 CodeMeter runtime 7.10a is now being shipped with the InfoZoom Desktop 
installers. 

 Fox files can only be saved in file formats of the three last former versions 
of InfoZoom Desktop. 

 Extremely small double values are no longer interpreted as undefined 
values but as 0. 

Release 2020.0.6 

Improvements 

 The Bundesliga sample table was updated. 
 Publishing tables to InfoZoom Anywhere Servers now supports OAuth2 

authentication. However OAuth2 authentication is currently not available in 
the InfoZoom command line interface . 

Bugfixes 

 Reloading data from Access files no longer causes a critical error. 
 Composite keys can now be used when importing FOX files va the 

Database wizard.  
 Clicking the „Refresh“ button in the „Select Product Variant“ dialog no 

longer increases the amount of available licenses. 
 If multiple tables are displayed side by side none gets clipped at the right 

edge. 
 When using the InfoZoom command line interface for reloading data from 

Excel files dialogs no longer pop up if command line parameter 
–invisible is used. 
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Release 2020.0.3 

Improvements  

 It is now possible to publish InfoZoom tables to an InfoZoom Anywhere 
Server version 2.1. 

 Automatic checks for license updates can now be managed via a new 
registry key CheckForLicenseUpdates. The default value is 1 (TRUE). 
Setting the value to 0 (FALSE) deactivates the functionality. 

Release 2020.0.2 

Improvements  

 The ip addresses of license servers are now displayed for all network 
licenses. 

 In the dialog Product Variant Selection only those named user licenses are 
displayed a user is authorized for. 

 In the dialog Product Variant Selection the product descriptions are now 
the same that are used in the license web depot. 

 Defining the background color of attributes is now also availabe 
in InfoZoom Desktop Business, InfoZoom Desktop OEM and proALPHA 
Analyzer. 

 List&Label reports can now be exported as xlsx files via the command line. 

Bugfixes  

 Fox files can now be imported via the database assistent again. 
 In the database assistent manually created joins between tables are no 

longer overwritten by automatically discovered relations between tables. 
 The InfoZoom command line interface can now be used in Windows tasks 

again. 
 The number of older file formats available when saving files is now equal 

when using the command line or using InfoZoom interactively. 
 The correct version number of List&Label is now displayed in the info box. 

Release 2020.0.1 

Improvements 

 InfoZoom Desktop 2020 released. Further information about the new 
features can be found in the document Whats_New_en_rtf. 
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